Three Kings United Football Club
Placement of Names or Numbers on Self-Supply Shirts Policy
Before printing names and numbers on the back of a Three Kings United shirt, members must have
authorisation from Three Kings United by sending an email to the Club Administrator with details of the
proposed printing.
A shirt with a name applied can only be used by the named person.
A shirt with a number applied cannot be used in another team without numbered shirts and there
cannot be duplicate numbers within a team.
Any player not complying with this policy may be stood-down.
The requirement from the Auckland Football Federation, New Zealand Football and FIFA is that the
characters for names and numbers must adhere to the following rules:
Names









The letters used for a player’s name must be in a contrasting colour to the colours of the shirt
(white for Three Kings United).
The colour used for the Player’s name must be clearly legible and distinguishable by all players,
the match officials, spectators (and media) from the colours used for the shirts. This distinction
may be achieved by displaying the player’s name on a single-coloured patch. The player’s name
may be surrounded by a border or shadow outline.
The letters must not be any bigger than 5 cm for Juniors, 7 cm for Seniors.
The letters must be in a Latin style font (Arial Black recommended) with a minimum clearance
of 4cm to allow for a number, which must be below the name.
The name must be surname (no nicknames) of the player only (allowing for a single letter
should there a duplication of surname). Should there be a duplication of surname and first
name initial then a full first name is acceptable should space be available.
The letters used for the player’s name must be of the identical colour as the colour used for the
number displayed on the back of the shirt and shall not contain any identifications of the
members association, manufacturer’s identification, sponsor advertising, decorative elements,
design features or further elements. However, phonological diereses, such as accents or
umlauts, are permitted.

Numbers




The numbers used must not be any bigger than 20cm for Juniors and 25cm for Seniors.
Numbers must be for the entire team and numbered sequentially.
The shirt number to be a minimum of 4cm below the name
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